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Featured products: Chromapanel 300
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Featured products: Chromadeck
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5m
ChromaFlex

16.4’
ChromaFlex

Custom
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Zone Driven

ChromaPanel and Chromadeck Luminaires

• the pulsar Chromapanel creates a vivid panel of perfectly even 

colour calibrated illumination. available in 600 and 300mm sizes, 

Chromapanels are extremely flexible and are used in architecture, 

television, studios, concert and interior design projects. their 

lightweight constructions makes for easy suspension and installation

• Chromadeck is a hybrid of the litedeck staging system and the 

innovative Chromapanel. it is perfect for fixed installations or as part 

of a temporary touring stage or tV sets

• Chromadeck is compatible with the standard litedeck staging 

system and is rated for a full 125 kg dynamic load. For levelling on 

uneven ground all four feet are adjustable

17 W
600mm

3.5 W
300mm
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CP300

Power:

Connec tion:

Weight:
IP Rating:

Fixing:

.

the ChromaP anel300 is a quarter sized version of the ChromaP anel600,
four may be used within the Chromadeck.

the ChromaP anel300 is not designed to be load bearing.

130ma @ 24V dC. 4.2 mains Watts via ChromaZ one.

In-Line Wago socket terminating 5m (16f t) of
ChromaF lexLite. each ChromaP anel is also supplied with a colour coded
Wago socket and plug. Four cable storage clips are supplied on the back
panel for transit / tidying.

1.7kg (3.7lbs) inc cable.
IP30 may be used in a sheltered location outdoors .

the front of the unit is easily remove d for cleaning using the reclosabl e
fastener strip.(this must be pressed back all round when closing). the
ChromaP anel is supplied with corner to give extra securit y of
to the front panel when mounted vertically.

suitable for use in suspended ceilings. Can be bolted to on the rear
with 4 x m6 bolts into threaded hexser ts or wood screws can be put through
the m6 hexser ts on 143mm (5.62”) square centres.the are arranged
so that when four units are put together 2x2 the outside four centres
are the same as the ChromaP anel600 i.e.440mm (17.32”) apart

CP600

Power:

Connection:

/
Weight: .

IP Rating:

Fixing:

the ChromaP anel600 is designed for use in a 600mm / 2ft (Usa) grid
suspended ceiling. It can also be wall mounted or used as a light source
under an illuminated dance .- see Chromadeck

the ChromaP anel600 is not designed to be load bearing.to be used as part
of an illuminated dance it needs to be under an appropriate structure -
such as the Chromadeck modular dance . see next page for details .

520ma @ 24V dC. 17 mains Watts via ChromaZ one.

In-Line Wago socket terminating 5m (16ft) of ChromaF lex.
each ChromaP anel is also supplied with a colour coded Wago socket and
plug to make an extension lead. Four cable storage clips are supplied on
the back panel for transit tidying.

5.2kg (11.4lbs) inc cable

IP30 may be used in a sheltered location outdoors using the
CP600 top Cover, see next page.

the front of the unit is easily remove d for cleaning using the reclosable
fastener strip. (this must be pressed back all round when closing).
the ChromaP anel is supplied with corner to give extra securit y of

to the front panel when mounted vertically or suspended .

suitable for use in suspended ceilings .an adaptor kit is available to
convert the CP600 ChromaP anel for use in 2ft Usa suspended ceilings.
this can be bolted on to the rear with 4 x m6 bolts into threaded hexser ts or
wood screws can be put through the m6 hexser ts on 440mm (17.3”) square
centres. m6 eyebolts to anchor safety chains are available to suspend the
ChromaP anel

end of 24in grid adaptor Bracket
Ceiling suspension Frame

Fixing
screw

Corner Bracket

end of 24in grid adaptor Bracket

Front Corner of
ChromaP anel CP600

enlarged corner detail

ChromaPanel 600

For description see above.

75mm
(2.95”)

590mm (23.22”)

590mm
(23.22”)

75mm
(2.95”)

293mm (11.53”)

293mm
(11.53”)

CHROMA panel600

CHROMA panel300

2” Usa KIt

CP300product Code:

oPtIons

CP600
CdeCK

oPtIons
product Code:

accessories C8987ss,
5998,
CP600rs,

M6 eyebolt
Cp600 top CoVeR

Rigging Kit
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oPtIons
product Code: 5998,

CP600rs,
Cp600 top CoVeR

Rigging Kit
product Code:

ChromaDeck
Chromadeck is a 610mm (24.01”) square modular dance that uses
either a ChromaP anel600 or 4 ChromaP anel300 ’s as the light source.
the area that the Chromadeck will sit on should be solid, clean and
relatively horizontal and not under the weight of the decks or the
dancers .

CP600 Top Cover
a powder coated aluminium cover for the top of a ChromaP anel600 to
increase water resistanc e for light outdoor use. this is held in place using
the existing corner clip screws which locate in the nutser ts in the tray.

CP600 Rigging Strap
a kit consisting of 2 x 4mm (0.15”) thick, Powder Coated straps and
associated to enable the CP600 to be ‘Flown’ using g Clamps, half
Couplers , etc. the kit includes an m6 stainless steel eye bolt for use as a
safety chain point.

the ChromaPanels should be carefully into
the deck ensurin g that the wires are not trapped.

remove the protec tive from both
sides of the top before g in place.

once the deck layout is level the m8
nuts and bolts that secure the deck
together may then be fully tightened .

the top should be held in place by a bead of
ilicone between the deck and the top plastic. 610 x 610 (24.01” x 24.01”) square
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the Chromadecks must all be
level with one another & there
must not be a step or lip which
could be a tripping hazard. this
can be achieved by using the
adjustabl e feet. once the height
has been set the feet must be
locked using the locking nut.

CHROMA deCK

CP600 top CoVeR CP600 RiggingstRap


